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EIDR INTEROPERABILITY WITH OTHER STANDARDS & IDENTIFIERS 

 

EIDR is an application of the DOI system.  The DOI system is designed to support 

interoperability between different identifiers, registries and repositories. 

 The DOI system mandates and actively supports cross-referencing of other identifiers 

associated with an object. 

 A DOI registry can provide references to content repositories, extended metadata services 

and other registries. 

 A DOI can turn an existing non-actionable identifier into an actionable link to information 

about the object. 

 A DOI registry in a new application area can provide additional information for uses and 

applications beyond the intended scope of other identifiers. 

 

As with other DOI applications, EIDR is not a replacement for other IDs.   

EIDR has applications that other services do not, plus a basis for building new interoperable 

applications.  See http://www.doi.org/factsheets/DOIIdentifiers.html for additional information. 

 

EIDR is designed as a B2B asset and product-level identifier for any object or version of 

an object that enters the stream of digital commerce. 

 Enabling digital commerce requires the ability to identify different digital versions of AV 

assets for a large and growing number of devices and distribution channels, including 

different managed service offerings, different consumer electronics devices, smart phones 

and mobile handsets, different media players and codecs, different means of consumption 

such as download and streaming, and different levels of quality based on the capabilities of 

each device and network or bandwidth requirements. 

 EIDR provides product-level identification with flexibility to go to various levels of 

granularity—for example, by distinguishing between different audio or video encodings at 

different quality levels of the same object. EIDR provides a hierarchical reference system for 

connecting encodings and commercial objects to other assets.  This includes direct support 

for TV episodes, seasons, and series as well the expression of how encodings are derived 

from particular edits and versions of a title. 

 

EIDR is intended to be scalable to support the requirements of converged digital 

commerce. 

 EIDR provides scalable support for complex distribution supply chains which manage 

numerous versions and encodings and just-in-time creation of assets originating from 

unique video segments and components.  EIDR is built to support very high volumes of 

SKU’s and custom versions created quickly at different points in the supply chain. 

http://www.doi.org/factsheets/DOIIdentifiers.html
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 In the EIDR system, movies and TV shows and all edits or versions can be identified down to 

the level of clips and encodings. 

 EIDR supports the identification of composites and mashups and their multiple hierarchical 

relationships to parent objects. 

 

 EIDR can be used to identify component-level assets such as audio tracks, and it can be 

extended to identify additional components that make up A/V products, such as subtitling 

tracks and interactive material both during development and after. 

 The EIDR registry is built on a low-cost, not-for-profit foundation that makes it economical 

for registrants to identify hundreds of thousands of products and components of products 

that may be required to support the demands of different digital distribution systems and 

channels. 

 

EIDR is intended to target the new, emerging requirements of converged digital 

distribution by providing the granularity and scalability necessary to support today’s 

evolving ecosystem. 

 

EIDR is designed to be interoperable and work seamlessly and in a complementary 

manner with existing identifiers. 

 EIDR (as with all DOI applications) includes a field for specifying any other IDs 

associated with the asset.  This can be used to look up the EIDR ID associated with 

an alternate ID.  EIDR supports both standards-based IDs and in-house identifier 

systems as alternate IDs.   

 Optionally, an EIDR ID can be created based on an existing ID to produce an 

actionable link to additional information about the asset that may be available in the 

EIDR registry. 

 In the other direction, EIDR freely allows the use and cross-referencing of its 

identifiers by other databases.  Examples of other standards-based identifiers where 

cross-referencing in either or both directions may be useful include UPC, Ad-ID, ISRC, 

and ISAN.  

 EIDR and any other registration authority also can agree on standard ways of cross-

referencing objects and identifiers and can even establish business relationships to 

facilitate easy interoperability for commercial users of the identifiers.   

 With respect to the ISAN unique ID standard, for instance, EIDR will support a 

standard method for cross-referencing IDs and cross-registering metadata for any 

EIDR assets that appropriately can be associated with an ISAN ID.  Additionally, EIDR 

wants to enable existing regional ISAN RA’s to provide their members and 

registrants with EIDR ID’s if required for purposes of supply chain management and 

digital distribution. 


